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For some, a snack
For some, a day’s MEAL



Due to not instant notifications, lacking location and food detail 
informations and not instantly updating portion of food when 

receiving, 
People who wants to get food often struggle to receive remaining 

food or discounting food.

Once the food is sharing, FULLfree empowers users to receive 
remaining food with instant and detailed information, 

accompanying with location based view point. 
Requester

Problems / Solution Overview



Problems / Solution Overview

Due to not accurate lining up condition, no detailed health condition 
who pick up the food and complex sharing process, 

People who wants to share food often struggle of how to easily and 
safely share food.

Once user needs to share the food, FULLfree empowers users to 
share remaining food with user-friendly interface, filtering the 

user with not suitable health condition (like allergies), 
accompanying with location based view point. 

Sup
plier



Three Tasks

simple

Find nearby remaining food 
with latest information 

medium

Search and follow restaurants 
for notification

complex

Reserve for food



Participant overview



Testing sessions



Usability Testing



1. “Profile” navigation should place on 
the right 

2. Home logo should not use Map logo
3. “Discover” page  should be landing 

page
4. “edit”, “delete” on supplier post 
5. “Fullfree app save xxx of  food , and 

you are part of  it!” 
6. after add contains should display 

which is added
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1. put supplier into  profile page
2. User did not understand what to do with 

the map -> map should be self-centered
3. Separate paid and unpaid orders in 

order list
4. The white line looks a bit wierd 
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1. put supplier into  profile page
2. Instructions should be more 

clear  
3. self-centered (map) 
4. Separate paid and unpaid 

orders in order list 
5. The white line looks a bit wierd



1. Instruction unclear : did not understand 
what “people who reserve the food” and 
“container” mean.

2. When uploading the food, user could not 
understand what “supplier” mean -> 
suggested to change to “vender”

3. search page only showed limited 
restaurants 

4. Home button is sometimes hard to tap on 
(insensitive) -> might be issue with phone

5. Did not understand the purpose of profile 
-> should be implemented
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 Lessons Learned

- There are some choices of words may cause a bit of confusion to the users 
(ex: supplier, container, people who ordered the food…)

- Self-centered map could guide the users of how to use the app
- The suggestion of “FULLfree save xxx of food, and you are part of it!” could 

encourage the users to receive more remaining food that is about to be 
dumped 



Thanks


